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The article attempts to outline the path a young nobleman underwent in the 16-17th century Poland in order
to achieve prowess in battle martial arts. It presents patterns and ways of training the nobleman was
subjected to from an early age, the process of a future warrior’s mental and physical preparation.
Furthermore, it describes various types of body exercises and trainings with many weapon types. A
fundamental novelty is presentation of the training methodology. Its over four centuries of age
notwithstanding it has basically been valid until nowadays and encompasses such features as diet or exercise
intensity. Eventually this article presents the individual stages of said training, closely related to warrior’s age
and psychophysical development. Material for the study was obtained thanks to the textual analysis, both
from the era (16 to 17th century sources) and from the limited literature on the topics (monographs,
magazine articles, periodicals, the Internet) addressing the subject. The result depicts arduous, however
consistent and sensible old Polish training system. After many years of wisely carried out exercises an
effective, skilled warrior was produced, furnished with high fighting skills and morale, ready to fight his
country enemies. At the same time whilst getting old such a warrior could train the next generations of
Homeland’s knights-defenders. The objective of the article is to draw attention to the subject of Polish
warriors, their training and martial arts, hitherto unmentioned in English literature and to encourage further
research in this field.
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1. Introduction
The old Polish way of the warrior is an area almost unexplored to date (Sawicki 2004,
Pokojski 2019). It was extremely far-reaching for the defense of Poland in the 16-18th centuries
and for the development of native Polish martial art alongside with its methodological approach to
warrior training. This training combined very strongly aspects of both physical and spiritual
development. There are previous studies focused on individual historical figures but there has been
no synthetic approach to the process of training a warrior in old Poland.
2. Objectives

This study focuses on showing the multifaceted process of training and education that
warriors underwent from early childhood to adulthood as well as the methodology of the training
itself. For the purposes of scientific research, few source materials from the period were examined
alongside with literature on the subject, mainly in Polish (see references section).
3. Methodology

A thorough analysis and meta-analysis of available scarce sources from the era and few
scientific papers on the subject was performed. The sources were subjected to an in-depth internal
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(hermeneutics) and external (erudite method) criticism. During the exegesis of the available textual
material philological, comparative, progressive and ex silentio arguments were also used.

4. Results

Based on the analysis of the collected data, it should be stated that the training process of an
Old Polish warrior was extremely arduous but comprehensive and ensuring proper psychophysical
development. Thanks to the appropriate training methodology, proper nutrition, hygiene and diet, a
Polish nobleman – a knight-warrior – coming of age was ready to take on the hardships he had to
face during numerous wars in defense of faith and homeland. The conducted research shows that
the old Polish way of the warrior, thanks to well thought-out training, provided healthy and strong
warriors who also remained fit at an advanced age and were able to pass their knowledge and skills
to future generations.
5. Discussion

The results obtained from this study can be juxtaposed with the conclusions of the work on
the spiritual and physical development of warriors in other countries or cultural circles, such as
Japan, Korea or China or Western European countries such as Spain, Portugal, France or Italy.
Showing the previously neglected subject of Polish martial arts and the training process itself may
become the beginning of a scientific discussion on the place of Polish martial arts in the global
family of martial arts and comparative studies themselves within this family, with a multifaceted,
multidisciplinary character. The very beginning of in-depth work on the subject will allow a fuller
description of the cultural and historical wealth of Polish martial art of the Old polish period.
5. Conclusion

With this work a coherent picture of the training process of former Polish warriors has been
obtained, systemically consistent and full, definitely tailored to the needs of the times in which it
existed. What is more, the presented training methodology, despite being 400 years old, seems to
meet today's requirements of healthy, modern training as well. Furthermore, the training of women
warriors, unusual for the era, could also be confirmed. It was also shown the important role of
teachers, masters in the educational and training process. They were regarded not only as trainers
but also life teachers, guides on the path of young warriors’ development
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